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Tuesday, Feb. 2 

4:00-6:00 
4:15-5:15 
7:00-9:30 
7:30 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 

Wednesday, Feb. 3 
4:00-6!00 
4:00-6:00 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00-10:00 
7: 15-10: 15 
8:00 p.m. 
8: 15 p.m. 

Friday, Feb .. 5 
6:45 p.m. 

8:15 p.m. 

11:15 p.m .. 

Satur·day, Feb. 6 
9:00-12:00 

10:00 a.m .. 
8:15 p.m. 

Sunday, Feb. 7 
1:15 p.m. 
3:15 p.m. 

6:30 p.m. 

*WEEKLY CALENDAR* 
Monday, February 1 - Sunday, February 7, 1982 

Faculty Study Group - Mr. Zeiderman 
Study Group - Mr. Raphael 
Painting Class 
New Testament Class - J. W. Smith 
Delegate Council Meeting 

Wittgenstein Study Group - Mr. McKinley 
Faculty Study Group ~ Mr. Zeiderman 
Small Chorus - Mr. Zuckerman 
Ceramics Class 
Life Drawing Class 
Study Group: Aristotle's Politics - Mr. Berns 
Humphrey Bogart Film Series: Howard Hawks' The Big 

Sleep 1946 Lauren Bacall, Dorothy Malone - Free 

McDowell 24 
Conversation Room 
Mellon 207 
McDowell 36 
McDowell 21 

Rare Book Room 
McDowell 24 
Great Hall 
Mellon 207 
Mellon 207 
McDowell 32 
FSK Auditorium 

Delegate Council Meeting with the Deans and Treasurer McDowell 23 
Student Identification Cards Made Conversation Room 

Film: The Ascent of Man Series: The Music of the 
Spheres - 50¢ 

Lecture: The Oarkling Singer 
William Darkey, 
Tutor, St. John's College, Santa Fe 

Film: Elia Kazan's A Steetcar Named Desire 1951 
Marlon Brando, Vivien Leigh - $1.00 · 

Sculpture Class 
Faculty Meeting 
Film: Merian C. Copper's King Kong 1933 Fay Wray, 

Bruce Cabot - $1.00 

Open Reading: Shakespeare's As You Like It 
Film: Merian C. Cooper's King Kong 1933 Fay Wray, 

Bruce Cabot - $1.00 
Pottery Class 

FSK Auditorium 

FSK Auditorium 

FSK Auditorium 

Mellon 207 
McDowell 24 
FSK Auditorium 

King William Room 
FSK Auditorium 

ART GALLERY HOURS: 
Daily: 1-6 p.m. 
Friday: 7-8 p.m. 

Richard D. Weigle's new book, Convocatum Est is 
availabl.e in the Bookstore; paper $2. 95 - cloth $4. 95 

The deadline for submitting new 
items to the Registrar's Office 
for the WEEKLY CALENDAR is Wed
nesday at noon. 
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did not expect a tremendous 
letters I have to admit that 

in the response to my 
about Arthur , Jr... The rea:"" 

sons for this disappointment may or may 
not seem naive, yet I feel that I must ex
press them along with my personal 
sions of this whole situation. For those 
of you who remember Rick Campbell's let
ter in the last Gadfly the year before 
relax; this will not be the same sort of 

outburst... It is, however, writ
ten with the same anger and frustration 
that was so evident in Mr.. 's let-
ter. For better or worse what follows is 
what I think .. 

The first thing I'd like to address is 
the Administration's claim that Arthur is 
a nuisance and interferes with the busi
ness of the College.. This may be so; I 
shall not argue that one man's help is 
another man's meddling, and certainly it 
is up to the to decide when has 
had , just as it is up to an 
individual to decide the limits he 
on his It does, however, 
seem a bit extreme to allow annoyances to 
go on year after year, finally to decide 
that one has had enough of the relation
ship and to terminate it without an ade
quate explanation ... At least this is the· 
way it seems to Arthur, and in some ways, 
to me. I guess what I am most confused 
about is wny, if "this had been going on 
for years," has nq one tried to explain to 
Arthur Kung le, Jr.. that he is an annoyance 
and an embarassment to the school? If 
people really wanted to "get rid of him 
years ago," as one tutor put it to me 

didn't they? The only explanation I 
have received has been that wanted 
to hurt his feelings " It seems that peo-
ple felt that we.re Arthur a 
kindness letting him do as he pleased .... 
Did anyone try to keep Arthur in line, 
let him know that he was annoying people 
from the very start? Perhaps some of the 
alumni and tutors know the answer to this 
for I don't and Arthur doesn't seem to 

so ... 

So it seems that it was the kindness of 
the that allowed the situation 
to reach the that we 

What kindness is this 
so much Was 

kindness or perhaps a kind of cow
that kept people from addressing · 

the Is it the kind of 
cowardice that allows men to ignore the : 
sufferings of others because it is not 
their responsibility? Is it the kind of 
cowardice that comes from the fear 
that men have of madness and the unknown? 
I know that fear, I have struggled with it 
and failed to overcome it in a close per
sonal relationship. I will never over 
the shame and guilt I carry for failing to 
carry rrry responsibilities because of that · 
fear... I see this fear in many people when 

deal with Arthur... Most people deal 
with ignoring Arthur, others turn 
their fear into hate. This is the cause 
of the saddest aspect of this whole situa
tion. 

<:nee, in a seminar, Mr. Bolotin " 
tried to the class to what it 
would be like to be other 
human The terror and frustration 
of such a. lack of ... ,,... .......... ... 
I 
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Could one 
Would a mind reach a where it would 

a last ef f crt to achieve that 
recognition. it needs I · 

of Arthur and the seemed to 
f'1t. This was When I decided. that if I 
c:ould poseibly help it I wuld Arthur 

who care for him... This 
on this futile 

wonderful 
school in f rustra
Most of all I need 
Jr. to take a 

ask himself he let 
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students with m 
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about how to you. Arthur, 
f'&1rit1asv of ultimate revenge you have 

is not the answer to the 
you seek to solve. Re-

' you must 
your faith 

us that you are a person to be 
cared for and If you want the 
respect you prove to us there is an 
Arthur 11 Jr. beyond the crazy gar-
dener has made St. John's his home. 
You once told me that there is no Arthur 
without St.., John's. I wait for you to 
prove your own statement unt.rue. 

As for all the that I have SPl:>kEm 
to about Arthur, you now know how I feel"' 

of you have said that you could not 
about this I ask 

that 

do the 

to take this op
to announce that I will argue 

this point no more<!& I would like to think 
that it will not necessary, but I am 
not that naive. I have been de-
feated . in my fears to 

someone; tired. In 
any event I will no with any-
one about this situation... I will no 
more. 

I would also like to thank the people 
that have up with me when I was right 
and when I was wrong. I know it hasn't 

easy. I'd like to to Dean 
:.:iP~!ll:'I~ow for my last letter.. I did mean to 

on the , I did not mean to in-
crease his sorrow. Most of all I would 
like to to Arthur for what may 
seem to him to be the of him 

a friend.. I care for , even love 
him, and my prayers, · if not my words, are 
with him .. 

·Thank you, 

John Schiavo 

The situation Arthur 
Kungle has received attention in this 
column previously. I feel compelled 
to voice my opinions because I feel 
l must speak for the many people like 
myself who do not want Arthur Kungle 
on this campus. I have discussed this 
at length with Mr. Schiavo, and I can 
understand his anxiety concerning a 
friend who is not capable of function
ing in this community. Yet he has 
f~iled to convince me that Mr. Kungle's 
presence on this carnpusw which at times 
has been a source of ha~i:lssment to 
others, should have been allowed to 
continue. lf there is any point I can 
not make more strongly, it is that I 
ha.ve thought a bout this a great deal, 
and talked with many others--tutors, 
~~ministration and students. I take 
great offense at the idea stated by 
Mr. ~auboussin (in a letter of 1-7-82) 
that the discussions of the adminis-
tration were made " in a 
"r-.;t.a1·-charnber like manner. No wonder 
it appeared to Mr Mauboussin that it 
was "not consistent with the ideals 
espoused by the college"--because it 
simply is not true. Anyone who would 
have taken the time to talk with 
rr,em':Jen3 •Jf '.he never 
have reached such a No one 
has ever denied me a dis-
cussion of the situation, or any other 
situation for tha.t matter 9 and I believe 
no one of ~he administratior. ever will. 
I have been kept informed of all the 
efforts made by the administration to 
reach a compromise with Mr. Kung le. 
Mr. Kune:;le' Y'efused all these advances 
Why? Mr 1 ~~~bsen s answer comes to mi~d 
(letter of ~ -'·'-8?) that the problem lies 
in the per~,on~lity of Mr. Kungle 

I am very grateful tha. t Dean 
~ad t~e interests of others like myself 
at heart when he made his decisions 
concerning Mr. Kungle l know Mr. 
Sparrow would never have made those 
decisions without a tremendous amount 
of thought and consultation 

Sincerely 
Monika Viola '84 

Auditions for ..;.;.,;;.;;......-.;;;,;;;;;;.;;.....;;;;.;;;;;......;;;.;;;;;;;;_.;;;;.;;:;;.;::..:;;.:, 

Production for Parent's Weekend 1 
and 2. There are more than 30 
NO EXPERIENCE ALL ARE WEU:CH: 

ROLES OPEN ex:1L'.~rYt: 

NO PREPARATICfl NEEDED 
The auditon will consist of cold 

and conversation .. 
AUDITIONS TUES .. FEB .. 2 4:00 in McDowell 

WED. FEB. 3 
of the are on reserve in the 
It' s hard to read~ Talk 

to me if you're trouble. 
If you want to audition but cannot attend 

at these times, contact Nathen Rosen. 
SENIORS and others: and tech-
nical work will be 
this will but 
from 
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cinema, even in the single screen version. 
Shortly before his death in late 1979, 

Gance prepared, with the assistance of film 
historian Kevin Brownlow, and funding from 
_Claude LeLouch, a final version, incorporating 
all the revolutLonary techniques and scenes 

IN 1925, FRENCH DIRECTOR ABEL GANCE .. BEGAN· WORK 
on what was to be a series of six feature-length 
films depicting the life of Napoleon. It was at 
the time perhaps the most elaborate and extrav-

'which make Napoleon the classic it is. This 
year Francis Ford Coppola has funded a nation, 
wide tour of this definitive version, complete 
with the three screen segments, and a full O:tch; 
estra, conducted by his _brother, Carmen Coppola; 
This truly unique show will be opening at the 1 

Kennedy Center Opera House in Washington, D.c. 
on February 8, and running,six performances a 
week, through February 21. Although ticket 
prices are rather steep, $15-$30, this is 

_ agant film production ever planned, made even 
more ambitious by Gance's relentless innovation 
and pioneering use of the camera. Not only did 
he use the gargantuan sets peopled by casts of 
thousands which had made Americans~li;ke D .. W. 
Griffith and C.B. DeMille =famous, but he fear
lessly experimented with new methods of placing 
and the camera. He strapped a camera to 
a horse to bring the vrewer into bat-
tle scene more effectively, and he conceived of 
projecting three separate images side by side 
to create either wide screen panoramas or sets 
of related "triptych" images, an inrfovation 
which led directly to the development of the 
Cinema.Scope wide-screen system, and its many 
competitors. He was also amonq the first to 
work with color movies, and sterophonic sound. 

Unfortunately, financial difficulties pre
vented him from completing any but the first of 
the series, Napoleon, but this still stands as 
a masterpiece of epic filmmaking. It was oriqin
ally released with four segments in Polyvision, 
with a running length over four hours, and si~ 
lent, although a score for full orchestra was 
especiallv composed for it. In 1934 Gance added 
a sound track containing music, sound effects, 
and dialogue dubbed over the original footage 
in lip synch by the original actors, thereby 
transforming his silent film into a talkie. 
This is the only case of a silent feature re
ceiving such treatment. This version was bought 
by MGM and released in Europe and America, but 
was only shown in Polyvision in London, because 
MGM was unwilling to create a demand for Poly
vision on top of the upheaval which sound had 
caused the industry. 

Throughout the next few decades, Gance and 
other collaborators continued tinkering with 
different editions, using different combinations 
of Polyvision sequences, sound tracks, and new 
footage. We showed one of these last year, a 
four hour single screen version with the addi
tional prologue sequence added in 1934. It is 
a remarkablv compelling and excting work of 

truly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see 
a masterpiece in its finest form. 

Back on the home front, we are offering our 
own triumvirate of classic movies. Continuing 
our Winter Film Series of the films of Humphrey 
Bogart, we 1 11 show The Big Sleep this Wednesday 
at 8:15, starring Lauren Bacall and Dorothy 
Malone. Directed by ffoward Hawks and written, 
in part, by Wil·liam Faulkner from Raymond 
Chandler's novel, this is a marve~ously dark 
and complicated detective yarn. Bogart plays 
Phillip Marlowe, and continues the tradition 
we mentioned last week of playing the tough 
cynical, thinking man with an unbreakable moral 
code. It's combination of slangy dialogue, 
twisty plot, suspense, and sheer fun make The 
Big Sleep an immensely enjoyable film. Admis
sion is free! 

The Ascent of Man continues on Friday before 
lecture with "The Music of the Spheres." This 
episode explores the relationship of mathemat
ics, music, astronomy, and perspective painting 
as revelaed by Ptolemy, Copernicus, Kepler, and 
Renaissance painters. Fifth qf thirteen pro
grams. At. 6: 45 pm, 50¢. A must for sophomores. 

The Friday night film, at lE 15, is Elia 
Kazan's A Streetcar Named Desire, with Vivien 
Leigh, Marlon Brando, Kim Hunter, and Karl 
Malden. Tennessee Williams wrote the screen
play (from his own play) for this brooding 
view of life in the tenements of New Orleans. 
It is Brando's second film, and it is still 
one of his most memorable performances. He is 
perfectly matched with Vivien Leigh (who won 
an Oscar for ~est Actress) as his sister-in
law who has lost her inheritance. A powerful 
emotion-charged story. Admission is $1.00 

at 8·15 and Sunday at 3:15 we shall 
saturdtayKinq ;ong. Please don't ask "Which (, 
Presen . ld · bly e?" because if you think we wou possi 
on · 't showing Dino De Laurentiis' 1976 bomb 
stoopb ~ously haven't the vaguest idea of what 
you 

0 .~ Club is trying to do. Yes, this is the 
the Fi d' t d b 1 true one-and-only King Kong, irec e Y 
rea., C Cooper and starring (all together ' Meri an • ' 
now) FAY WRAY. (applause and cheers) Oh yes, 

b rt Armstronq and Bruce Cabot, too. Several 
Ro e ere edited from the original release, scenes w . 

C onsidered by the Hayes Office (the ' 1 scenes 
ie censor board of the thirties) to be too 

:~~ensive to the general public. These inclu~ed 
enes of Kong eating natives, and Kong pulling 

~~f Fay wray's dress. The Film Club is plea~ed 
to report that by skulking through the heavilv
uarded film vaults of RKO Pictures (at.qr~a~ 

;isk to life and limb) and through the Judicious 
administration of substantial bribes, we have 
ana~ed to restore all the missing scenes to the 

;rint we will show this weekend. We will not, 
however, be passing along the enormous cost ot 
this covert operation to you, our patrons. The 
Admi 3 sion charge will be only the usual $1.00, 
which is very cheap, especially when y~u com
pare it to the cost of a Rolls-Royce Si1ver 
Shadow. However, while you can eat, smoke, .and 
drink in a Silver Shadow (there's a bar built 
into the back seat) , you may not in the Francis 
Scott Key Auditorium. 

·~~ANNA BE IMMORTALIZED? 

Groundhog Day, usually recogniz~d on 
the second of February, is the American 
name for Candlemas, the 40th day af!ar 
Christmas, including Christmas D~y as ~he 
f . t It falls halfway between the win-irs • . d 
ter solstice and the spring equinox an 
is thus named the first cross-quart7r day. 
This day most deserves to be recognized 
as the first day of spring since the 
spring equinox marks the half of the per
iod of "springtime" weather •. But p~rhaps 
we will be less disappointed in having 
our expectations met if we wait until 
March 21, since the groundhog may well be 
frightened back into his hole ~nd th~n we 
have no choice but to wain until equinox 
for the weather to be civil. . 

The planets are in the following ~igns 
this month: Saturn and Jupiter are in 
Libra Mars in Virgo, Venus is in the 
morni~g sky with the sun in Caprico:nus, 
and Mercury will soon join them moving 
across the face of the sun on Monday, the 
first. 

The moon is at first quarter onJthe 
first and full on the eighth. 

Design the yearbook cover. Do it on 7" by 10" artboard (which we can 

provide). Paper is O.K. if you don't see 1 us. It will be color when 

d and ink color. In:fo 111 printed, however,so please specify back groun 

the name of the book is" you should include; •s the place 

Col·lege, the campus is Annapolis, MD; the year is 1982 • is st.John's - ' 

Remember the 

a spine, on 

all designs 

7 " by 1 o" ) .. and book has a back (which is, amazingly, • 

which you can immortalize yourself further. Please submit 

by February 16 to Thia Keppel or Tracy Mendham. 



"APP~ TRAGEDY?'' 

'!'he second section of this review of Mr. Cropsey•s 
statement of the Reagan Administration's defense policy 
cu.1.minated in I'!. damned if you do, damned if you don't 
situation.. We cannot live with the insecu:~ity inherent to 
our past strategy of mutual assured destruction (MAD), for 
that insecurity fuels our arms race with the ~~viets, and 
we cannot live without HAD, for our only security is the 
Soviet sense of insecurity were they to attack us. MAD 
is therefore a condition driving us towards an arms race 
and war, and also a strategy by which we hoped to avoid 
an arms race and deter war. Mr. Reagan's defense stra
tegy. _.1,a a rebellion against MAD as strategy that is doomed 
to fa.11 because it does not accept MAD as a condition. 
He vowed to make us supreme again because he felt the 
Soviets could achieve and were seeking military supre
JitllJIC'f and bocause he felt we could and should too. He 
A.id so many times in his campaign. '!'he moment one be!"' 
lieves supremacy is possible, however, one denies MAD 
u a condition and must consequently develop a new stra
teqy .. 

Por example, the scenario used to justify building 
the MX missle holds that the Soviets have the capability 
and intYl'ltion to achieve nuclear supremacy. Supposedly, 

will soon be able to attack all our land based . 
our most accurate missles and the ones we have 
their missles, before ours can_ get off the 
Since the wrviving members of our nuclear 

and ~ine launched missles, are neither 
accw:-ate nor survivable enough to significantly threat-
_. Soviet mi.clear targets, the President would supposedly 
either have to use our few nuclear weapons to 
attack their troops and cities, would provoke an 
attacil: on our cities, or give in to Soviet demands. 
MluJY feel a weak willed or cautious President would 
give in. '!'he Soviets a.re therefore not assured 
~on if they attack us. '!'hose who criticize MAD 
as strategy frequently do so because MAD as a condition 
llCCOrd1ng to this scenario no longer exists, or will not 
if we do not in an arms race. Some, including some 

advisors, go further and claim 
simply aim at deterring war through 

but also develop the ability to defeat an 
& nuclear war.. Hence, Civil Defense, anti

ld.Ul¢··ai.&11sles(which we are currently contemplating as 
a~ protect the MX missle), and a huge expansion 
c4 oui:- nu::l~ and conventional forces are high on their 
lJ.ll't priorities. 

Both the &Cenario and the strategy of deterring war 
with tha ability to defeat an attack and emerge as the vic
tor of a nw:::lear exchange are absurd. First of all, the 
Soviets have no assurance all their missles will reach all 
our Iii.sales before ours get off the ground. 'l'hese missles 
have never been test fired at ours, and many in the Soviet 
tkdon and the U.S. suspect that atmospheric: conditions 
over the North Pole and canada would deflect missles 
test fired under different conditions over the sea · 
many years ago. Also, some missles will misfire and not 
get off the ground, while others will go up and quickly 
go ~ anywhere in the world because all missles, par
ticularly those that gather rust for twenty years in Si
beria, are subject: to chance and mechanical failure. Just 
t:hl.nJc of our own problems laWlChi.ng the .Space Shuttle, for 
whi.ch we had months of preparation, and multiply them by 
several thousand inis.sles and planes which must be launched 
silm.lltaneously in a coordinated attack without us detecting 
any launch preparations. Since nuclear warheads make shock 
waves stronger than the strongest typhoon and since no
body has ever fired se· .. ·eral thousand at once, nobody knows 
for sure how many mi:i:Slas will be deflected from their tar
gets by · the shock waves. Since the •~enario depends on 
Soviet assurance of destroying all or most (90%) of our 
mis.111les and since I have shown such assurance is less than 
likely, if not impossible, then the Soviets have no 
reucn to believe MAD is not the condition of such an 
attaclc. Q.E.D. 

Secondly, they.have no assurance the President will 
give up either. He would not !mow for certain they were 
"only" attacking our weapons, and he would have great rea
son to believe the whole nation was under attack, or about 
to be. Under such great stress, he could act very irra
tionally. He could order every weapon in our arsenal to be 
launched, and this possibility, which the Soviets must 
reckon with, defeats the scenario's ilnplication that the 
Soviets could attack us without fearing their own destruc
tion. Q.E.D. 

Last of all, if we and the Soviets still made atmos
pheric nuclear tests, nobody would pay attention to this 
scenario at all, for neither Washington no~ the Kremlin 
controls the winds which would carry radioactive fall-out 
from such an attack to every corner of the earth. The 
Soviets would eat, breathe, and drink matter contaminated 
by their ow,n weapons. If they lived long enough to have 
them, their babies would not be very pretty, and I~rus.:.:hev • s 
prophecy of the survivors envying the dead would come true. 
In short, the number of missles needed to destroy our threat 
to the Soviets is so great that it ensures a Soviet attack 
would be defeated by a Soviet attack. We would not need to 
use one missle to defeat them, and the more each side uses, 
the more each loses. Supremacy therefore, even if the Soviets 
had ten times as many missles as now, is impossible, for the 
more they use against us, the more they use against themselves. 
IJ.ke Antigone's brothers, Eteocles and Polyneices, in striking 
out at ea.ch other, we can only strike ourselves. MAD is 
therefore still our condition.. Q .. E., most certainly, D. 

The Soviets still have and produce many more weapons 
than we do, and many interpret their drive to accumulate as 
many weapons as possible to mean they do not believe in 
MAD as an ine:111capable condition, but do believe in supremacy 
aa strategy. Both classified and unclassified Soviet mili
tary doctrine !Ind journals, however, which :r studied for 
five years with the same passion that I now write, lead many 
to a different conclusion. Soviet doctrine claims that war 
will begin after an attack b}r the "imperialist powers." 
Then, f!NerJ weapon in their arsenal would be used to destroy 
the enemy's will and means to fight. Soviet tanks and ar
mored personnel carriers are equipped to filter contaminated 
air and their soldiers are issued "anti-radiation pills," 
which do not \A/Ork at all, but do indicate. the Soviets will 
not limit the next WBr to conventional weapons.. '!'hey be
Ueve in the ability to destroy their enemies, no matter 
what the losses and to fight in contaminated areas. Their 
best deterrence is an overwhelming offense ensuring any 
attack will be defeated, but, as they have said many times 
in their propaganeand military journals, they kn.ow that 
if that offense is ever used, they are likely, if only th 
through the fall-out, to lose. They are very much afraid 
of us and with some reason, since we have threatened them 
with nuclear war many times.. '!'hey keep producing weapons 
to ensure that we never think war or supremacy is possible. 
When we justify an arms race through the ever-growing size 
of their military, we do not act out of reason, but out of 
unjustified fear and frustration with our inability to rid 
ourselves of the fear of MAD. our fear o:f more Soviet 
nuclear wecrpons is no more justified than their fear, for 
I have shown that supremacy is not possible, that more · 
nuclear weapons can only ensure a more hasty and thorough 
destructica of both of our nations, and that the growth 
of their military is not necessarily aggressive, although 
it could be some day, but rather an indication that they 
have developed the same strategy--mutual assured destruc• 
tion through massive retaliation, for the same purpose-
deterring war and and avoiding submission. Producing 
more nuclear weapons would in no way rid us of our just
ified fear of MAD, for we would fear the Soviets just as 
much if we had ten times as many missiles as they do. 
I suspect that irrational fear has taken control of our 
minds, and that our fear will compel the Soviets to act 
just as irrationally. It is som~thing of a miracle that 
our fear has not yet driven us to war, for our Cold War 
has produced fears greater than any hot war, and under 
such great stress, men often miscalculate and destroy 
themselves in destroying others .. 

our arms race with the Soviets, however, could destroy 

us before we ever have a chance to go to war. We cannot 
win an economic war of attrition with the Soviets, f.;,r we 
are Glaucon•s fevered city of relishes and they are 
Socrates' austere city fit for pigs. They often wait ten 
or twenty years to buy a new car and stand in line for 
hours every day to buy the bare essentials of life. 
Their luxuries, however, are our necessities, for what. 
American would make similar sacrifices to fund a war he 
could not win? They do without pay for their war machine, 
bUt we buy now and pay later for our luxuries. No poli
tician here gets elected for promising higher taxes and 
less chickens in the ;JOt; we almost had a revolt when we 
had to line up for gas, and our revolution, if not our 
whole history, is based on rebellion against taxes and re
gulation. Paying for war during peace therefore risks 
great upheavals in this nation. 

Mr. Reagan is doing what we all do to pay for what is 
beyOnd our means: buying now with the phony promise (dur
ing inflation) of paying later. We did this in Vietnam, 
and many economists blame much of our current inflation on 
this policy. The sophists who tell us defense spending is 
good for the economy must be discounted, for 'o!le trade 
goods produced for the private sector, but, even when 
foreign arms sales are included, we make no profit from 
weapons rusting in our depots. worse, because the govern
ment is borrowing at an unprecedented rate to pay fo.i: our 
arms race (current fiscal 1982 budget deficit estimates 
range between 100 and 180 billion dollars), both conser
vative and liberal forecasters, excepting the President's 
of course, predict an immense credit shortage for private 
industry, which, combined with the high interest policy 
of the Federal Reserve, will create a recession and in
flation. Many businesses will fail because they can find 
no money to borrow at a rate cheap ':'nough to make a pro
fit, while others will raise prices to pay the high in
terest on their loans. Weapons will therefore cost more 
in the future, and huge constituencies, dependent ~ mili
tary spending, will be created to drive us to buy even 
more weapons. Like a junkie jazz player who sells his 
instrument for a fix, in buying today's weapons, we sac
rifice our ability to buy tomorrow's. 

In Athens during the plague, when virtuous and unvir
tuous men alike perished without hope of deliverance by 
the gods, men saw that there was no security in follow
ing their traditional conventions and let their ugliest 
passions loose on each other.. In Germany during the 
Weimar Republic, when men needed wheelbarrows of money 
to buy bread, they looke<l for scapegoats and a leader to 
punish them.. They got Hitler, at least in part because 
their money, like the conventions in Athens, became 
worthless. When unemployed fathers are given welfare 
checks that do not even pay the rent and old men about 
to retire see their savings of a lifetime destroyed by in
flation, they become angry an1: s0met:'.Jnes look for scape
goats and leaders to punish them. In short, when men have 

lost everything and consequently have 
radical change, great, powerful, and uncontroiiaoie up
heavals are not unlikely. Nobody can say for certain that 
the economic consequences of our arms race will make us 
like Weimar or Athens, but the risk is great that we will 
destroy the democratic values we hope to defend by a stra
tegy which confuses the means of defense, very costly wea
pons, with theend of defense.. We would thereby tragically 
undo ourselves and become the agents of tyrm-my instead 
of its enemies. 

:r do not have r.r~ch hope that we can extricate ourselves 
from this terrible position. As my Mexican friend says, 
two sr.orpions in a bottle do not stop fighting until one 
kills. the other, and I suspect that only a God of infinite 
mercy could save us and made the scorpion lie down with 
the scorpion. Poli tics, to some extent, however, is the 
art of postponing the apparently inevitable Wltil some 
solution appears, and I will therefore venture some sug
gestions-.wh!ch I hope will not amount to pouring oil on 
our :fire• We need no more nuclear weapons of any kind, 
for :r have shown that they cannot add an iota to our se
curi ty. MAD, however, must remain our strategy, for until 
some means are found to eliminate MAD as a condition, 
neither reducing our arms unilaterally nor engaging in an 
arms race can do anything but increase the chances for war. 
Few of us, however, have the courage to :face up to the ir
rational and live with it. Hence, crushing truths are 
rarely adcnowledged, we refuse to ratify SA.Lr ll, we de
lude ourselves as we arm "in order to negotiate," we 
think more nuclear weapons promise more security, and 
Oedipus puts out his eyes.. Thu.s, above all, we need the 
courage to recognize what is justifiably feared and what 
is unjustifiably feared. Some day some pr.ogress might be 
made at limiting nuclear arms through negotiations if we 
have such courage. In the meantime, we might CO"Nide 
exactly what we are really willing to fight for, if any
thing, and withdraw fran those areas where we are bluf
fing and reiniforce those areas, Europe for example, where 
we mean business with a creditable comrentional deterrent, 
which would call for a draft if we wm'lt to avoid bmlk:-
ruptcy.. I sey this because some day the Soviets ~· 
their strategy, believe a convention!!\! war 
possible, and call ow: nuclear in Europe.. Si.nee 
using nuclear weapons to def end Europe would be foolish 
( 1 t risks aw: extinction) and since such WM! wcu.ld unpar• 
doruilile if it destroyed the home of.almost all we read Mn, 
the only we could deter a purely conventional attack of 
Eu.rope be to ensure that we have the conventional 
mel!lnS to make the Soviets :believe such an attack would not 
be 'W'Orth the price. Since the political d\Mces for the 
fevered city to have the courage to live with fear and pay 
the economic and personal price of det.er.d.ng war approache• 
zero, we are almost condemned to be drive mad by the. con
dition of MAD and all the actiona we take to save ow:~lvea 
seem destined to lead to ow: de.feat. 

Karl P • Wallirlq, '84 



Euclid's 
provides some 
tion about the constructions of 
Appolonius that may be of interest. 
Consider the following, Proposition 59, 
which pertains to Proposition 12, Book I 
of Conics. 

(NarE: Definition 3 of Data is as 
follows: Rectilineal figures are said 
to be given in form for which the angles 
are given in relation to one angle and 
the ratios of the sides to one another 
are given.) 

If a given (area) be applied to a 
given straight line, exceeding it by a 
figure given in form, the breadths of 
the excess are given. 

For, let the given area AB be 
to the given straight line AG 

and exceed it by the figure given in 
form GB. 

I say that each of the breadths 
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For, l~t the strai~ht line DE be 
bisected at the point z, and on 
straight line EZ let there be described 
the figure ZN similar and similarly 
situated to figure GB. 

Therefore, figure ZN is about the 
same diameter as figure GB. (Elem.lZI,?6) 

Let the diameter FEM be drawn, and 
let the figure be completed. 

And, since GR is similar to Zl~, :i.nd 
GB is given in f'ormi 

~herefore, ZN is also given in form. 
('"" f ")) v-·e • _; 

And it has been descr-1 •~E'" i on the 
given straight line Z?: (Zh: ts DE: bisected) ; 

Therefore, Zh is given in magnitude. 
c~'a ta #52) 

And A3 is also given; 
Therefore, A5 and Z1 (together) are 

given. (Data #3) 
And, they are (together) equal to 

KL. (Elem. I,4J) 
Therefore D KL is given in ma.gnitude. 

(Def .1) 
And, it is also given in form, for 

it is similar to G~. (Def.J) 
Therefore, the sides of KL are 

given. (Data #55) 
Therefore KF is gi11en, of which KG 

is also given. because (KG) is equal to 
EZ. 

Therefore, the remainder GF is given. 
(Data, #4) 

And the ratio (GF) has to FB is given. 
Therefore, .FB is also given. 

translated by G. ~Dowell, '84 

W J<. (hance 
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------------------------------------------------· 
A WAITING GAME 

It's over there in front of 
my desk, not moving. It never moves--!~ 
doesn't want to give itself away. But I 
know; It can't fool me. It doesn't know 
that I know, and I've treated It normally, 
nonchalantly, almost without thought. But 
although my face doesn't change when I 
walk by, I'm raging on the inside. And I 
can't keep this pent up inside myself any 
longer--that's why I'm telling you. that's 
why this letter is so important. . 

I think It suspects that I know. 
Yesterday, I caught myself staring at It; 
it wasn~t the first time, and after this 
last incident, I'm afraid It'll alert all 
the Others, and if all of you don't know 
and aren't prepared, They'll overwhelm 
everything so suddenly and completely that 
you won't stand a chance. You don't 
realize the danger you're in. You think 
They are inanimate objects made by man 
to be used as he sees fit. But They 
aren•t. They have infiltrated, They have 
surrounded us and we had no idea all 
along. Sure, some have been mutilated, 
a Few even smashed up, but even then 

suspected what They were. 
There's a very good chance It s 

reading this over my shoulder--I hope It 
does. It'll tell all the Others, and then 
They'll know that we know, and They'll 
think twice before they do anything. It's 
important, though, that you believe me-
watch one, It'll stand there pretending to 
be an innocent, inanimate tool of yours, 
smirking all the while to Itsel:f. They 
think They're so smart. I've 1ot Their 
number--and now, so do you. Take care, 
use caution, and be prepared. Their army 
has invaded, and They're waiting for the 
right moment to attack. Be prepared--I 
know I am; I'm ready to take action, are 
you? 

So now we know, and They know that. 
Now, perhaps, mankind will have a chance. 
I've got my eye on It. I'm watching It 
and It's watching me. Me and that normal, 
innocent-looking chair are playing a 
waiting game. 

Stephen Lee Rudow '84 
Inspired by Thomas W. Loveland '84 
Stolen from Patrick Higgens 
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' . are certainly well 
this writer that 
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have no doubt 
correc 
, and I am 

imed t" 

case under the 
answer ie given 

ivate praper
li ts end 

must determine its own 
'of its own 

notions of may lead 

us to look with disfavor upon secret in-
ves tions and summary determinations 

one person, we must not forget that 
contentious methods of investigation are 
large lish and that the Roman system 

which the church has derived P 

its procedure, has always been and still 
to a degree inquisitorial. However 
much we may think that opeITT and public 
proceedings and hearings upon due notice 
ought to be had in every investigation of 
every sort charge or issue, we must 
remember that it is not our province to 
impose our views as to such matters upon 
religious denominatons. We must not for
get thRt ideas and methods which may seem 
strange to us are often older than those 
which, from familiarity, we are prone to 
think part of the order of n~ture, 3nj 

that large bodies of rnpn have beBn govern
ej by them are still governed by them ••. 

The chief trouble with this, in spite of 
the fact that it is the way St John's 
College has long operated (i.e. the facul 
act both as prosecutors and judges, as 
wel as fr and teachers), in the 
inimitab rds of the charter of the 
col by founders of the sta e 

governments is that this se 
11 to the form of government" & 
"law of this Stat 11 • So which is more 
valid St John s custom or that on which 
we are a base 

Where shall we 
What will happen? 
sounds like a line 
The Wasteland .. 

What shall we do? 
I don't k but this 
out o T.S. iot's 

A Kungle '67 

DELEGATE COUNCIL MEETING - January 26, 

Brasacchio, Lord Ertle 
Harris, Henry, Oggins, ~A·~~,~a··~ 

visiting: Keppel, Mendham 

1 Pres. Brasacchio gave his State of the 
p~lity address which went as follows1 

"Though the student polity is small 
is not to measure its mood. 

is by to be the time of 
Of course who are left from 

enrollments are in a dif-
time. a little slack and hu-

these difficulties will work themselves 
I can of no or 

aD1!ltlltY, and I am forward to the 
lecture and the weekend to 

There is al.so that 
will be installed 

Park 
• swims 

some exercise 
I also heard for 

while the trips to and the surroun-
ding area continue in the polity car. 

"One more exciting goal is to obtain some 
access to the Naval Academy skating rink. TWO 
students have been working on this. 

"It is the opinion of this administration 
that programs which extend or improve the re-
lations between the and the community 
at large, especially • should 

encouraged. In turn, as 
any and all AU1i1l..u1.1..::i 

of this and that the 
ment will always be 
tivities for the reason that it 
in our dealings with the co1min.m1 
neighboring peers. 

"Certainly the 
aside :from those 
program. the KWP and 
more 
aside stud 
in instruction and 

of the Administration. 
that such activities are 

and 

4. The D .c. 
the State 
on Sunday where 
be discussed. 

United States 
its 

to 
However 

or the 
sorrow 

Sutphin. 

to attend 

Associ.ati.on in• 

a new office in 

was sworn in as a Ju•tic• 
been one for som :ru:M. 

Since was no Bible or Lft ... 
available, she swore over a copy of Dente•• 

us that Mr. 
a name to 

Susan Lord •84 
Polity Secretary 
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~/Sky 

How do I know that the exists 

where I cannot see it7 

Here 
for me 

where I live 

in this small 
metro-

the is an 

leave-bordered 

roof-serrated 

design. 

SELDEN I\ LAUY 
Clro,,..Mrioa9t'f" 

Josh Rappa.port, • 82 

CHE CKaNG ACCOUNTS 
EARN lNTER!!ST 

217 MAIN 5Tf'.l.EET/ANNAPOLIS. 
PHONE 001) 26J-4J4J 

The Freshman Report 

Grumble, Grumble 
Seniorii:y .. 
Antigonizing. Play-doh's sympathy - um .. 
XI solid book. Archirnedian Hot Water .. 

The Iliad? In less than three? 

submitted Ward Johnson, •85 

last week's issue of THE GADFLY, 
a poem submitted by D.H.. Weinstein was 
printed with several errors: lines three 
and four were omitted completely and the 
word "left" in the line appeared 
as 11 let" .. 

We apologize for these mistakes and 
reprint Mr. Weinstein's poem below.) 

MEMORIAL 

"That man has no religion" 
They had often said of him, 
Yet I have seen him share his bread 
When times were pretty grim .. 
And I have seen him quench the thirst 
Of flowers not his o\'m, 
And cross the road to talk with one 
The town had left alone .. 
And then I asked this question: 
"Is it not a little odd 

should fear he had no religion 
When he kept so close to God? 

Submitted by D.H. Weinstein, 
class of '82 

Sports 
MEN'S by Bryce Jacobsen 

Racguetball Tournament: 
are posted in McDowell. 
this Friday, Feb.5. 

The sign-up sheets 
The deadline is 

Badminton Results: Mr. Pickens bested Mr. 
Twigg in a thrilling finals, after losing 
the first two games. These two combined to 
take the Mens Doubles. Old badminton play
ers never die ••• they just keep winning tour
ments. 

Miss Faulhaber and Mr. Zenzinger defeated 
Mr. Born and Miss Maguire to win the Mixed 
Uoubles. 

Vo 11 e y ba l l : 

Jan. 27 ••• Greenwaves-4, Guardians-1., The 
Guardians had been skating on thin ice so 
far in the volleyball league, winning by 4-3, 
4-2 and 4-3. But they fell through in this 
game, with a rather big splash. 

It was the old, all-too-familier story, not 
so much superior Greenwave skill, but rather 
a series of Guardian errors(some mental) that 
spelled their defeat. We all know that con
sistency is the hobgoblin of little minds, 
but in most sports, that hobgoblin is one 
that we would like to have around., 

Druids-4, Hustlers-3. For the second week 
in a row the Hustlers blew a 3-0 lead! The 
Druids played their best ball of the season, 
eking out victories in games 4, 5 and 6. 

tiut in game 117, the Hustlers died. The 
cause of this is hard to put your finger on. 
Nothing seemed to go right. They could not 
even get their serves in play! The Druids 
won it easily, 15-4. 

Basketball ••• Jan. 30 

l)Messrs .. Klipper and Wise scored 30 points 
in Dec., and 2 points this time! 

2)Messrs., Berkowitz and Pickens did not play 
in December .. 

3)Mr .. Cope scored 6 in Dec .. , and 25 in this 
one. 

4)Four Druids fouled out in Dec.,.,.,only one 
this time .. 

The Hustlers are still one game ahead of 
the Druids, and they do not play again. Se 
the Druids are hoping for some help, some
where down the line.. If they get it, they 
could meet the Hustlers again., •• in a play-
off game. 

LEAGUE STANDINGS: 

Volle~ball w L Pts Basketball W L Pts 
Guardians 3 1 10 Hustlers 4 1 13 
Greenwaves 3 1 10 Druids 3 2 11 
Spartans 2 2 8 Greenwaves 2 3 9 
Hustlers 2 3 9 Spartans 2 J 9 
Druids 1 4 7 Guardians 1 J 6 

THIS WEEK'S SCHEDULE: 

Volleyball .... Wed. 4:15 Spartans-Greenwavea 
Thurs. 2:45 Guardians•Druida 

Basketball .... Sat. 1:30 Hustlers-Spartans 
3:00 Greenwaves-Guardiana 

Free Throw Tournament ••• Starts on Monday at 
3:00 .. Continues daily until 
Thursday. 

WOMEN'S by Terri Hahn 

VOLLEYBALL 

28 Jan. 1982 
29 Jan.. 1982 

Amazons 3 
Nymphs 3 

Furies 0 
Maenads 0 

Both games were won by the team 
Spartans-BO, Greenwaves-58 .. 

the Spartans up, and the Waves 
they are now tied at 2-3. 

Thi s game moved with the consistent serves.. The Nymphs look 
down So that look very strong in that respect.. There ' -

A new Spartan, Mr. Hart, accounted for 21 
points, and Mr. Guaspari returned to action, 
a bd scored 5. The Spartans lost their first 
three games, but the team looks to be quite 
competitive, at the moment., 

Druids-67, Hustlers-64. Its hard for a team 
to go through any season undefeated, and the 
Hustlers found that out in this game. And 
this was done to them by the same team that 
they had trounced by 85-44, back in December. 
What caused this dramatic turn around? 

wasn't much volleying so I can't say much 
about that. Keep practicing -- it certainly 
can't hurt. 

1) The results of the two-on-two tournament 
are: 

Won Lost Points 
Amazons 3 0 3 
Furies 0 3 0 
Nymphs 2 1 2 
Maenads 1 2 1 



Some statistics 
season: 

Townsend 
Smalley 
Farrell 
Alers 
Swinford 
Goodwin 
Stuck 

Assistants 

77 
115 

77 
79 
77 

: Farrell, 

without ever 

29 
28 
27 

5 
19 
14 

6 
24 

program gives you a 
to m~ercise and, more , meet 

otherwise not have a chance 
How will you ever if your fear of the 

program is if you never 
You do not need to.be experi

enced. Enthusiasm will get you very far 
here. So not us? There is a bul-
letin board in the Coffee with all 
women's sports information. Check it out 
see what team you are on, when you have a 
game and come with If you are 
still not us: 

Ellen Alers 
Anne Braswell -
Teresa Polk 

II 

" 

- Arna~_.ons 

- Furies 
... Nymphs 
- Maenads 

or stop me any time. But, really, why 
not it? You might even have fun. 

Terri Hahn 
Women• s Athletic Director 


